
BAOBAB-K
SCATTERED MINE LAYING SYSTEM

BAOBAB – K Scattered Mine Laying Platform enables deployment of minefields of various sizes, density and self-destruction time. The 
minefield laying process has been fully automated: both rotation and movement of platforms with launchers (mine throwers) is carried 
out automaticaly by using a control station, which allows quick transition from transport to combat mode (and vice versa. In automatic 
mode, the computer calculates the speed of the vehicle, launcher settings and adjusts the frequency of launching mines while driving 
to ensure the correct parameters of the minefield. Additionally, minefield parameters and coordinates of minefield corners are recorded 
on digital maps and displayed on the computer screen. All the data can then be sent via radio to a higher command level.

* Manual mode, if desired, is also possible.

6 mine throwers (barrel packages)

A single mine cassette is loaded with 5 mines.

One ejector carries 100 mines (20 cassettes)

in total one vehicle carries up to 600 mines

Crew 2 soldiers

A lifting device enabling quick refilling of mines

PARAMETERS

Time

reloading time (one unit of mines) < 30 min

laying time (one unit of mines) < 22 min

Laying range (from vehicle axis) 30 to 90 m 

Speed of laying 5 to 25 km/h

Mine field lengt  to 1,800 m

Possibility of laying on both sides and to the rear of the vehicle
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SCATTERED MINE LAYING SYSTEM BAOBAB-K

EQUIPMENT
 Ä on-board computer,
 Ä imaging terminal with digital map,
 Ä FONET intercom,
 Ä RRC 9311AP VHF transceiver,
 Ä GPS and odometer,
 Ä 81 mm smoke grenades launchers (8 pcs.),
 Ä control panel for smoke grenades launcher,
 Ä tester for mine cassettes (delivered separately, as accessory),
 Ä HIAB lifting device,
 Ä simulator (option).

CONTROL SYSTEM
In the automatic mode, the computer calculates 
launcher’s settings and retains launching frequency 
during vehicle travel to ensure correct parameters 
of the minefield. Additionally, minefield parameters 
and coordinates of minefield corners are recorded 
on digital maps and displayed on the computer 
screen. All the data can then be sent via radio to  
a higher command level.

JELCZ TRUCK CHASSIS

Dimensions

total length 11 000 mm

height (with launchers) 3 400 mm

width 2 600 mm

Weight

Combat weight 31 700 kg

Negotiating obstacles

approach angle 36o

departure angle 31o

fording 1,2 m

terrain obstacle (wall) 0,3 m

terrain obstacle (trench) 0,6 m

longitudinal tilt 30%

Range 

off road 580 km

paved roads 1 650 km

Max speed 85 km/h

The carrier has a 20-foot container frame, thanks to which, after dismantling the mining platform, it can be used as a transport vehicle.

The chassis of the vehicle is an 8x8 Jelcz truck with a high mobility and payload vehicle.


